
Medical Records Scanning

Flexible, efficient and cost-effective records management with the NHS in mind

More and more NHS hospitals, GP surgeries, dentists, private medical trusts and consultants are 
having their patient’s records scanned and stored electronically. In turn this can help to create a 
secure records management and archive system which offers easy access, secure backup and  
complete disaster recovery which meets compliance and saves considerably on administration, 
management and storage costs.

Health Minister Jeremy Hunt has planned to make GP records digital by 2015 and the NHS  
‘paperless’ for 2018. We believe we offer an ideal solution for health organisations going digital.

The Scan-do PeopleTM

Indexing

Once scanned, we can index medical records us-
ing the following file index information, eg.

• Patient Name
• Patient ID
• NHS Reference Number

OCR (Optical Character Recognition):

OCR is the process we use to make  
documents dynamic and fully  
text-searchable. OCR is useful if you want to 
search within the documents, going beyond 
the standard indexing parameters.
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Are you interested in our Medical Records scanning service?
The NHS is going electronic and we believe we offer the best solution 
for a successful future. Contact us and allow us to show you why.

        0845 22 55 923        sales@pearl-scan.co.uk        www.pearl-scan.co.uk

The Scan-do PeopleTM

Document Search and Retrieval Solution

 We are also able to provide licence and  
installation free records retrieval and viewing 
software for clients where no corporate  
decision has yet been made regarding  
electronic document management and storage.

Our Halogen storage and retrieval software 
provides secure, fast and easy search of files 
and documents from discs, desktops, networked 
shared folders and servers.

We scan x-rays as well as paper patient records

Some scanning companies can only offer the ability to scan 
paper records, but at our main facility we are able to scan x-ray 
images perfectly, maintaining all details of the x-ray itself,  
allowing them to be viewed on screen and on tablet devices  
such as the iPad, to go with all other records in a file.

Benefits

• Our digital management of patient files and x-rays helps improve efficiency
• Records are searchable in seconds instead of minutes
• Considerable space-saving - records are searchable in seconds
• Low-cost solution to a much larger problem

We also offer other powerful solutions and scan a wide variety of documents including:  

- HR files - Legal Documents  - A4/A3 Technical Manuals / Documents  - Microfiche / microfilm  - Sharepoint
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